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Abstract 

It is easy to realize thai goals set behind a large class of agent systems match these put f01ward 

for systems defined as e-service intelligence. In this chapter we describe a model agent-based 

e-commerce system thai utilizes rule-based approach for plice negotiations. Furthermore, the 

proposed system attempts at mediating the apparent contradiction between agent mobility and 

intelligence. 

1 Introduction and Overview 

Recently an increasing interest in combining Internet-based electronic services (e-services) with 

"intelligent" functions can be observed (these new e-services are often called e-service intelli

gence). While this particular trend is relatively new, creation of intelligent distributed systems 

in form of software agents can be traced back a least to the seminal paper of P. Maes [29]. 

While her main concem was development of an infrastructure dealing with information over

load, further research concemed applications of software agents in a number of areas including 

e-govemment, e-learning, e-shopping, e-marketing, e-banking, e-logistics etc. There, software 

agents are to facilitate much higher quality information, personalized recommendation, deci

sion support, quasi-direct user participation in organizational planning, knowledge discovery 

etc. When developed and implemented, agent systems are to be adaptive, personalized, proac

tive and accessible from a broad variety of devices [ 40]. It is therefore easy to see how software 

agents, and agent systems in generał, can be viewed as an incamation of e-service intelligence. 

While there exist a large number of attempts at developing agent-based systems, they are 

mostly small-scale demonstrator systems-later described in academic publications. Separately, 



some applications utilize the agent metaphor, but not existing agent tools and environments. Fi

nally it is al most impossible to find out if actual agent systems exist in the industry; e.g. the true 

role of the Concordia agent system within the Mitsubishi Corp, or the extent to which software 

agents are used within Daimler-Chrysler. While a number of possible reasons for this situation 

have been suggested (for instance see [3 I, 32]), one of them has been recently dispelled. lt was 

shown that modern agent environments (e.g. JADE [21]), even when running on an antiquated 

hardware, can easily scale to 2000 agents and 300,000 messages (14, 15]. Thus it was experi

mentally established !hat it is possible to build, and experiment with, large-scale agent systems. 

Therefore, it is extremely important to follow the positive program put forward by N wana and 

Ndumu [31 J and focus on developing and implementing such systems. 

One of the well-known applications where software agents are to play an important role is 

e-commerce. Modern agent environments (such as JADE) can support implementation of quasi

realistic model e-commerce scenarios. Moreover, advances in auction theory have produced a 

generał methodology for describing price negotiations. Combination of these factors gave new 

impetus to research on automating e-commerce. In this context, autonomous, and sometimes 

mobile, software agents are cited as a potentially fruitful way of approaching e-commerce au

tomation [25]. 

Since autonomy is a broad concept that can be defined in many ways, we would like to 

narrow it down and focus on adaptability viewed as ability to update the negotiation "mecha

nisrn" to engage in unknown in advance forrns ofprice negotiations. Obviously, another aspect 

of autonomy is decision autonomy that can be understood as capability to reason over past ex

periences and domain knowledge in order to maximize "utility" (making it very closely related 

to "intelligence"). 

Finally, the notion of agent mobility refers to its capacity to migrate from one computer to 

another. While the goal of such a migration is typically related to acting on behalf of some soft

ware or human entity, it does not depend on the intelligence that agents are possibly equipped 

with. However, to be able to facilitate e-service intelligence, we have to be able to combine the 

two-as mobile agents have to be able to dynamically adapt to situations found within visited 

sites. Therefore, agent mobility requires transfer of code, data, process and authority between 



machines. This makes mobile intelligent agents very heavy [40] and later in this chapter we 

discuss a partia! solution of this problem. 

In our work we have been developing a skeleton system in which autonomous agents interact 

in a way that models realistic scenarios arising in an e-marketplace (for a summary of our early 

results see [19) and references collected there). Here, we have two long-term goals in mind. The 

first one is to broaden understanding of technical aspects of developing agent systems, such as 

agent functionali ties, their interactions and communication, agent mobility etc. We are also con

cerned with the fact that without agents systems being actually implemented using tools !hat are 

apparently designed to do this, agent research will never be able to reach beyond academia. Suc

cess in achieving the first goal will allow utilization of our systems as a tool-box for modeling 

processes occurring in an e-marketplace. For instance, it will be possible to apply it to study: ef

fects ofpricing strategies, ofnegotiation protocols and strategies, flow of commodities etc. Due 

to agent flexibility it will be relatively easy to experiment with various e-commerce scenarios. 

In this chapter we proceed as follows. In the next section we provide background informa

tion and follow with the description of our system formalized through a complete set of UML 

diagrams. We then discuss in some detail (including implementation specifics) how rule based 

engine can be used to facilitate autonomous price negotiations. 

2 Background 

2.1 Agent Systems in E-Commerce 

While there ex.is! many definitions of agents, for the purpose of this chapter we will concep

tualize them as: encapsulated computer programs, situated in an environment, and capable of 

flexible, autonomous actions focused on meeting their design objectives [40]. For such agents , 

e-commerce is considered to be one of the paradigmatic application areas [25]. 

Proliferation of e-commerce is strongly related to the explosive growth of the Internet. For 

example, the lota! number of Internet hosts with domain names was estimated at 150 millions in 

2003, while in the same year, Web content was estimated at 8000 millions of Web pages ([26)). 

At the same time, e-commerce revenue projections were estimated to reach in 2006 up to $0.3 

trillions for 82C e-commerce and up to $5.4 trillions for 828 e-commerce ([26]). 



E-commerce utilizes (to various degrees) digital technologies to mediate commercial trans

actions. As a part of our research we have modified slightly Laudons approach ([26]) and con

ceptualized a commercial transaction as consisting of four phases: 

- pre-contractua/ phase including activities like need identification, product brokering, mer

chant brokering, and matchmaking; 

- negotiation where participants negotiate according to the rules of the market mechanism and 

using their private negotiation strategies; 

- contract execution including activities Iike order submission, logistics, and payment; 

- post-contractual phase that includes activities like collecting managerial infomrntion and 

product or service evaluation. 

White there exist many scenarios of applying agents in e-commerce, automated trading is one 

of the more promising ones. In particular, we are interested in using agents to support all four, 

outlined above, phases of a commercial transaction, by addressing questions like: how is an 

e-shop to negotiate price with e-buyers, what happens before negotiations start and after they 

are finished, which e-store is the purchase actually made from etc, thus going beyond the phase 

ofnegotiation itself. 

Unfortunately, our research indicates that most existing automated trading systems are not 

yet ready to become the foundation of the next generation of e-commerce. For example, the Kas

bah Trading System ([12]) supports buying and selling but does not include auctions; SILK.ROAD 

((30]), FENAs ([23)) and Inter-Market ([24]) exist as "frameworks" but lack an actual imple

mentation (which is typical for most agent systems in generał (311). 

2.2 Automated and Agent-based Negotiations 

In the context ofthis chapter we understand negotiations as a process by which agents come to a 

mutually acceptable agreement on a price ([28]). When designing systems for automated nego

tiations, we distinguish between negotiation mechanisms (protocols) and negotiation strategies. 

Protocol defines "rules of encounter" between negotiation participants by specifying require

ments thai enable their interaction. The strategy defines the behavior of participants aiming at 

achieving a desired outcome. This behavior must be consistent with the negotiation protocol, 

and usually is specified to maximize "gains" of each individual participant. 



Auctions are one of the most popular and well-understood forms of automated negotia

tions ([ 41 ]). An increased interes I has been manifested recently in attempts to parameterize the 

auclion design space with the goal of facilitating more flexible automated negotiations in multi

agent systems ([41, 28]). One of the first attempts for standardizing negotiation protocols was 

introduced by the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents-FIPA ((17]). FIPA defined a set 

of standard specificalions of agent negotiation protocols including English and Dutch auctions. 

Authors of (9, I OJ analyzed the existing approaches to formalizing negotiations (including 

FIPA protocols) and argued that they do not provide enough structure for the development 

of truły portable systems. Consequently, they outlined a complete framework comprising: ( 1) 

negotiation infrastructure, (2) a generic negotiation protocol and (3) taxonomy of declarative 

rui es. The negotiation inji-astructure defines rol es of negotiation participants and of a host. Par

ticipants negotiate by exchanging proposals and, depending on the negotiations type, the host 

can also become a participant. The generic negotiation protoco/ defines the three phases of 

a negotiation: admission, exchange of proposals and formation of an agreement, in terms of 

how, w hen and what types of messages should be exchanged between the host and participants. 

Negotiation ru/es are used for enforcing the negotiation mechanism. Rules are organized into 

a taxonomy: rules for admission of participants to negotiations, rules for checking the valid

ity of negotiation proposals, rui es for protocol enforcement, rules for updating the negotiation 

status and informing participants, rules for agreement formation and rules for controlling the 

negotiation termination. Finally, they introduce a negotiation temp/ale that contains parameters 

that distinguish one form of negotiations from another, as well as specific values characteriz

ing given negotiation. In this context it should be noted that rule-based approaches have been 

indicated as a very promising technique for introducing "intelligence" inio negotiating agents 

((9, 11, 16, 27, 37, 41, 42, 20]). Fu1ihermore, proposals have been put forward to use rules for 

describing both negotiation mechanisms ((9, 38]) and strategies ((16, 37]). 

With so much work already done in the area of agents and agent systems emerging in the 

context of autonomous price negotiations, let us underline what makes our approach unique. 

- In most, if not all, papers only a "single price negotiation" is considered. Specifically, ne

gotiations of a single item or a single collection of items is contemplated. Once such a 



negotiation is over, a group of agents (agent system) that participated in it completes its 

work. We are interested in a ditforent (and a considerably more realistic) scenario when a 

number of products of a given type are placed for sale one after another. While this situation 

closely resembles what happens in any Internet store, it is practically omitted from research 

considerations. In this chapter, for clarity of enclosed UML diagrams, we depict situation 

where an almost unlimited number of items is to be sold. However, this assumption has only 

aesthetical reasons. 

- Fact that multiple items are to be sold has also an important consequence for the way that 

price negotiations are organized. In the literature it is very often assumed that agents join 

an ongoing negotiation process as soon as they are ready (see for instance [9]), while agent

actions that take place after price negotiation is completed are disregarded. Since we sell 

multiple items one after another, we have decided to treat price negotiations as a "discrete 

process." Here, except of a specific case of fixed price mechanism, buyer agents are "col

lected" and released in a group to participate in a given price negotiation. While the negoti

ation takes place, buyer agents communicate only with the seller agent-e.g. the host (they 

can be envisioned as being placed in a closed negotiation room). At the same time the next 

group ofbuyer agents is collected (as they arrive) and will participate in the next negotiation. 

- Fact that multiple subsequent auctions (involving the same product) take place allows us to 

go beyond one more popular "limitation" ofknown to us agent systems. While sometimes 

they involve rather complicated price negotiations, e.g. mixed auctions (see for instance [35, 

36]), sin ce only a single item or a single collection of items are sold, it is only that given price 

negotiation mechanism that is taken into account. In our case, since multiple negotiations 

are used to sell items of the same product we conceptualize situation in which price nego

tiation mechanism changes. For instance, first 25 iterns may be sold using English Auction, 

while the next 37 using fixed price with a deep discount. 

- Furthermore, we consider the complete e-commerce system, which means that after nego

tiation is completed we conceptualize subsequent actions that may, or may not result in an 

actual purchase. In the case when purchase does not take place, we specify what should 

happen to all involved agents. 



- While agent mobility is often considered to be important in the context of e-commerce sys

lems, above described conflict between agent mobility and intelligence is rarely recognized. 

In our work we address this question by designing modular agents and clearly delineating 

which modules have to be sent, when, by whom and where. 

- Finally, the complete system is being implemented using JADE; an actual agent environ

ment. 

3 Code Mobility in an Agent-Based E-Commerce System 

Code mobility has been recognized as one of key enablers of large scale distributed applica

tions, while its specific technologies, design pattems and applications have been systematically 

analyzed ([ I 8]). Furthem1ore, recent research results suggest that blending mobility and intel

ligence can have imporlant benefils, especially in advanced e-commerce; by providing applica

tion components with automated decision-making capabilities and ubiquity as required in net

worked environments ((25]). At the same time it has been argued thai, as a generał feature, agent 

mobility is unnecessary. Therefore, we asked a basie question: why, in the case of e-commerce, 

should one use mobile agents instead of messaging? To answer it, Jet us consider someone who, 

behind a slow Internet cormection (which is not an uncommon situation), tries to participate in 

an eBay auction. In this case it is almost impossible to assure thai this persons bid (1) reaches 

eBay server in time, (2) is sufficiently large to outbid opponents thai have been bidding simulta

neously (information about auction progress as well as user responses may not be able to reach 

their destinations sufficiently fast). As a result, network-caused delays may prevent purchase of 

the desired product. Obviously, this would not be the case if an autonomous agent representing 

that user was co-Iocated with the negotiation host. In this context, one can obviously ask about 

the price of moving buyer agents across the network. Naturally, it may happen that an agent may 

not be able to paiiicipate in an auction because it does not reach the host in time. In response lei 

us observe that: (I) if it is a particular single auction that the user is interested in, then agent not 

reaching the host has exactly the same effect as not being able to win because ofbid(s) being 

late and/or too small; (2) therefore, it is only an agent that reaches the host in time that gives 

its user any chance to effectively participate in price negotiations; (3) furthermore, if an agent 

reaches its destination, it will be able to effectively participate in all subsequent negotiations 



within !hat host (and we assume across this paper that multiple negotiations involving items of 

the same product take place), while delays caused by network traffic may permanently prevent 

user from etfective participation in any of them. For an extended discussion of the need for 

agent mobility in e-commerce see [7]. 

Let us now sketch proposed resolution of an above mentioned obvious contradiction be

tween agent mobility and adaptivity. In our work, we utilize the negotiation framework in

troduced in (9, IO], where the negotiation protocol is a generic set of rules that describes all 

negotiations, while the negotiation temp/ate is a set of parameters that establishes the form of 

negotiation and its details. Finally, there is the negotiation strategy defining outcome optimizing 

actions of individual negotiation participants. It should be obvious that the negotiation protocol 

is generic and public- all agents participating in all negotiations have to use it. Therefore buyer 

agent can receive it upon its arrival at the host; similarly to the negotiation template which has 

to be "loca!" as it describes currently used form of negotiations (and which can change over 

time). It is only the strategy that is "private" and has to be obtained from the client agent (we 

name client agent agents representing User-Clients) . At the same time, it has to be assumed that 

depending on the form of negotiation, different strategies will be used, and thus strategy is not 

known in advance. Therefore, since the protocol and the template can be obtained within the 

e-store, carrying them across the network is unnecessary. Unfortunately, it is not possible to es

tablish the negotiation fom1 in advance and send buyers with the negotiation strategy pre-loaded. 

Recall that in our system we assume that e-stores respond to the flow of commodities by actively 

changing fonns of price negotiations. This being the case, by the time the buyer agent reaches its 

destination its strategy module may be useless, as the form of negotiations has already changed. 

We thus propose two network-traffic minimizing approaches to agent mobility. In the first case 

(named thereafter agent mobility) only an agent skeleton is sent across the network and upon 

arrival it obtains the negotiation protocol and the template and then requests the strategy mod

ule from the client agent. In the second case (named thereafter code mobility) buyer agents are 

created by the host ( on the bas is of a request from the client cgent) and assembled including (I) 

protocol, (2) actual template, and (3) infomrntion who they represent. Then, again, they request 

an appropriate strategy module from their designated client agent. Observe, that since only the 
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strategy module is "secret," while the remaining parts of the buyer are public and open to any 

scrutiny at any time, this latter solution should not directly result in an increased secuńty ńsk. 

Purchaslng slde 

~ 
User_Cllent 

Admlttlng to 
negotlatlons 

~~ 
Gatekeo r A ent 

Fig. 1. Use case diagram 

4 Description of the System 

4.1 Conceptual Architectu1·e 

Creatlng List of 
Particlpants 

~ 
Usar_Selłer 

In our description of the system we utilize its UML-based formalization. Due to lack of space we 

have decided to present a set of UML diagrams of the system, rather than lengthy descriptions of 

its features and underlying assumptions. Interested readers should consult ([6, 7, 19]) for more 

details. In Figure I we present the use case diagram of our system thai depicts all of its agents 

and their interactions. We can distinguish three major parts of the system: (I) the information 

center where white-page and yellow-page type data is stored-this is our current solution of the 

matchmaking problem [38), (2) the purchasing side where agents and activities representing 

User-Client reside, and (3) the seller side where the same is depicted for the User-Seller. Let 

us now describe in detail each of the agents (except the CIC agent thai plays only an auxiliary 

role; see [ I 9]) found in Figure I. 

4.2 UML Models of Agents in the System 
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fig. 2. Clienl Agent Stalecharl diagram 

Client agent On the purchasing side, we have two agents. The Client agent, represented in 

Figures 2 and 3 exists in a complex state. On_ the one hand it listens for orders from the User

Client and, to ful fi Il them: (I) queries the CIC agent which has access to inforrnation which 

stores sell the requested product and ifthey create Buyer agents locally (or ifsuch agent has to 

be sent to them), (2) then it dispatches or requests creation of Buyer agents to/ by each such 

e-store (identified by its Ga1ekeeper agent). At the same time, it directly manages the process of 

making purchases on behalf of the User-Client (Figure 3), on the basis of Buyer agent messages 

in forming about results of price negotiations (Jet us note that in the case of multiple orders sepa

rate groups of Buyer agents-corresponding to separate products-will be managed in the same 

fashion). For a certain amount of time the C/ient agent collects reports sent by Buyer agents. 

When the wait-time is over (or when all Buyer agents have reported back), Client agent enters 

a co mp lex state. On the one hand it continues listening for messages from Buyer agents ( obvi

ously, if all have reported already then none will be coming). On the other hand it goes through 

a multi-criteria decision making procedure (the "MCDM" box) that has one of three possible 

outcomes: (i) to attempt at completing a selected purchase, (ii) to await better opportunity, or 

(iii) to declare the purchase impossible and notify the User-Client accordingly. Note that, in a 



realistic system, the MCDM analysis should be truły multi-criteria and include factors such as: 

price, history of dealing with a given e-shop, delivery conditions etc. 

Oi!lńlg 

dlllk1191BA,{p) 

~ /NO!lly(U3er) 

Fig. 3. Client Agent Statechart diagram 

When attempt at completing a purchase is successful, the Client agent sends messages to 

all Buyer agents to cease to exist. The situation is slightly more complicated when the attempt 

was w1s uccessful. Note that it is quite possible thai the first MCDM analysis was undertaken 

before all Buyer agents have complete their "first roWJd" of price negotiations. They could have 

contacted the Client while it was "thinking" which of the existing offers to choose. Therefore, 

when the Client agent analyses available reservations, they include not only reservations thai 

have been already considered, but also possibly new ones thai have arrived in the meantime. As 

a result of the MCDM procedure another attempt at making a purchase can be made. If none 

of available offers is acceptable, but purchase was not declared impossible, the Client agent un

dertakes the following actions: (I) infonns all Buyer agents that have already reported to cancel 

current reservations and return to price negotiations (or just to return to price negotiations ifthey 

previously failed) and (2) resets timer establishing how long it will wait before the next round 

of MCDM analysis. Observe thai in this way, in the proposed system, it is possible thai some 

agents make their second attempt at negotiating prices, while some agents have just finished 

the first. As this process continues in an asynchronous fashion Buyer agents will make different 

number of attempts at negotiating price that is acceptable to the Client agent. This process will 

tenninate when all orders submitted by the customer have been either honored or abandoned. 

For the time being we assume thai the "Sale finalization" process seen in Figure 3 is always 

successful. In the future we plan to remove this somewhat artificial restriction. 



Let us note that it is possible that since it is the Client agent that makes the finał determi

nation which otfer to accept, and that it has to communicate with one of its remotely Jocated 

Buyer agents to actually complete a purchase, the request to attempt at making that purchase 

could be network-delayed resulting in an expired reservation and inability to complete the task. 

Unfortunately, this problem does not seem to have a simple solution, since price comparison 

requires communication between agents participating in price negotiations. In our system we 

have selected a central point-Client agent-that will collect all otfers, instead of all-to-all 

communication. Since not all sites will conduct their price negotiations at the same time, and 

with the same urgency, it is impossible to assure that the best otfer will stili be available, when 

the "remaining" agents complete their negotiations. Therefore, our solution remains optima! 

only in te1ms of reducing total network congestion by sending only minimal-size agents and 

minimizing the total number of messa ges sen! over the network. 

Finally, let us note that a complete information about all events taking place during servic

ing User-Client request (such as: refusal to admit to negotiations, results of price negotiations, 

length of reservation, etc.) is stored for further information extraction. For instance, as a re

suit of data analysis, store that is constantly selling good(s) at very high prices may be simply 

avoided. 

Buyer agent Buyer agent (see Figure 4) is the only agent in the system that involves mobility. 

It is either dispatched by the Client agent or created by the Gatekeeper agent on the request of 

the Client. If it is dispatched, then upon arrival at the store it communicates with the Gatekeeper 

(see Figure 6,7) to obtain entry to negotiations (in case when entry is not granted it informs its 

Client agent and is killed). In the case of Client requesting creation of the Buyer, the Gatkeeper 

may deny such request. In both cases, infom1ation about refusal to cooperate is stored by the 

Client agent ( e.g. e-stores thai do not want to cooperate may be removed from the list obtained 

from the CIC; see box "Adjusting list" in Figure 2). N ext, the preregistered Buyer obtains from 

the Gatekeeper the negotiation protocol and the current negotiation template and requests (and 

obtains) an appropriate strategy module from the Client agent (see Figure 2). When all these 

modules are installed Buyer infom1s the Gatekeeper that it is ready to negotiate (it is then regis

tered as such). Price negotiations start when the Buyer receives a start message from the Seller 
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Fig. 4. Buyer Agent Statecharl diagram 

agent (see Figure 9; note that the "Negotiations box" appearing there is "the same" for both 

the Seller and the Buyer agents) that later participate in price negotiations; note also special 

treatment of fixed-price negotiations by both the Buyer and the Gatekeeper agents. Upon com

pletion of negotiations, Buyer infom1s the Client about their result and, if necessary (when an 

attempt at completing purchase is made), acts as an intermediary between the Client and the 

Shop agents. In the case when purchase was not attempted or was not successful, Buyer agent 

awaits the decision of the Client and if requested proceeds back to participate in price negotia

tions (before doing so it requests pennission to re-enter that may be granted or denied; updates 

its negotiation temp late and, possibly, the strategy module-if the temp late has changed). This 

process continues until the Buyer agent self-destructs on the request of the Client agent. 

Shop agent On the "selling side" of the system, the Shop agent acts as the representative of the 

User-Seller. We assume that after it is created, it persistently exists in the system until the User

Seller decides that it is no longer needed. The UML diagram representing the Shop agent is pre

sented in Figure 5. Upon its instantiation, the Shop agent creates and initializes its co-workers: 

a Gatekeeper agent, a Warehouse agent and Seller agents ( one for each product sold). Initializa

tion of the Warehouse agent involves passing information about goods thai are initially available 



Fig. 5. Shop Agent Statechart diagram 

for sale (see Figure 8), while initialization of the Gatekeeper agent involves providing it with 

templates that are to be used initially in price negotiations of each product sold. Furtherrnore, the 

Gatekeeper agent and the list ofproducts available in the store are registered with the CIC agent. 

After the initialization stage, the Shop agent enters a complex state where it supervises ne

gotiations and product flow. First, it waits for finish of any price negotiation. If the negotiation 

was successful, a given Seller infom1s the Shop agent, which is asking the Warehouse agent to 

reserve a given quantity of a particular product for a specific amount of time. (Currently we as

sume that a single item of a given product is sold each time, but this, somewhat limiting, assump

tion will be removed in the future .) Events can then proceed according to following scenarios. 

I. If the wim1ing Buyer confirms purchase then the Shop asks the Warehouse agent to check 

the reservation. 

Ifthe reservation did not expire then the Shop informs the Buyer agent about acceptance 

oftransaction. This event starts the fina! stage, named "Sale finalization" which includes 

such actions as payment and delivery. 

In the opposite case, the Shop agent sends rejection to the Buyer agent 

2. If the Cliem agent rejects purchase (and infom1s the Shop agent about it through the Buyer 

agent) then the Shop agent asks the Warehouse agent to cancel the reservation. 

,. -

• 



Completing one of these scenarios "closes" this branch of Shop agent execution. Separately, 

the Shop agent keeps track of all negotiations and transactions and periodically performs multi

criteria ana lysis (the MCDM module) that may result in changes in the negotiation temp late for 

one or more products ( e.g. minimal price, type of price negotiation mechanism, etc.). For in

stance, when only a few items are left they may be deeply-discounted, or put on sale through an 

auction. In this case a new temp late is generated and sent to the Gatekeeper agent that switches 

it in an appropriate moment (see below, Figures 6, 7). 

Let us also note that, similarly to the C/ient agent, the Shop agent stores complete informa

tion about all events taking place in the e-store (such as: results ofprice negotiation, information 

abo ut agents that actually purchased reserved product, information of agents that canceled reser

vations, etc.). This information, when analyzed, may result for instance in a given Client agent 

being barred from entering negotiations. 

Noli5calion 

do I 1eod(11I reg. Buyera. no mo,11 p.-oductp) 

0-"""""'i>O,-,.-,-~-.-.,,-ćlłl :;;~:~~~::;:::i;t 
Hij I notify (pre,egi11,alion Buy«s) 

magCA,nagBA do/ puah{r&gialralion lill,lemplata) 

Fig. 6. Gatekeeper Agent Statechart diagram 

Gatekeeper agent Shop agents cooperate directly with their Gatekeeper agents that (I) either 

interact with incorning Buyer agents, and adrnit them to the negotiations ( or reject their atternpt 

at entering the host), or interact with Client agents and, on their request, create Buyer agents 

( or reject such a request), and provide adrnitted / created Buyer agents with the protocol and 

the current negotiation ternplate (2) in appropriate rnornents release Buyer agents to appropriate 

Sellers and (3) manage updates ofternplate rnodules. The statechart diagram of the Gatekeeper 

agent is presented in Figure 6 (the top level description of Gatekeeper functionality) and con

tinued in Figure 7 (depicting negotiation related activities). Each created or allowed to enter 



Buyer agent is pul on a list of preregistered agents and provided with protocol and current tem

p late. Buyer agents remain on thai list until they receive their strategy module and complete 

self-assembling. Assembled Buyer agents are put on a list of registered agents that await start of 

price negotiations. When a minimum number of Buyer agents have registered (minimum for a 

given fom1 ofnegotiations) and the wait-time has passed, the Gatekeeper passes their identifiers 

and the current negotiation template to the Seller agent. Then it cleans the current list ofregis

tered Buyer agents and the admission/monitoring process is restarted (assuming that the Seller 

agent is still alive). As stated above, our system allows Buyer agents that lost negotiations or that 

Fig. 7. Staleclmrt diagram for Preparing Negotiations State 

decided not to make a purchase to stay at the host and try to re-enter negotiations. They have 

to ask pennission to be re-admined and if allowed back they receive an updated temp late ("old 

Buyer" path). When a new template module is delivered by the Shop agent, a list of currently 

registered Buyer agents is put inio a buffer ("Buffer registration list" box). These agents have to 

be serviced first, using the current template that they have been provided with upon entering the 

e-store. At the same time the new incoming agents will then be given the new template. Finally, 

in a special case, when a given product has been sold-off and the Shop agent terminates the 

Seller responsible for selling it, the Gatekeeper informs awaiting Buyer agents about this fact. 

Warehouse agent Shop agent interacts also directly with the Warehouse agent (presented in 

Figure 8). In the early stages of its functioning the Warehouse agent is supplied (by the Shop 

agent) with infomrntion about products and their quantities (to be saved in a database). Then 



fig. 8. Warehouse Agent Statechart cliagram 

it enters a complex state where it (a) awaits notifications from the Shop agent and (b) acts 

on them. The Shop agent notifies the Warehouse agent about: (i) registration of new products 

for sale, (ii) product reservations, (iii) purchase confirmations, and (iv) purchase terminations. 

Each of these notifications is followed by an appropriate response: (i) product registration, (ii) 

product reservation, (iii) checking status of a reservation, (iv) cancellation of a reservation. 

Finally, if quanti ty of some product becomes O, the Warehouse agent informs about it the Shop 

agent, which (in the current state of our system) terminates the corresponding Seller agent, and 

infom1s about it both the CIC and the Gatekeeper agents. 

Seller agent Finally, the last agent working on the "selling side" of the system is the Se/ler 

agent. It is characterized by a rather simple statechart diagram (see Figure 9). The simplicity 

comes fo1111 the fact that, in the „Negotiations box," the complete negotiation framework pro

posed in (9, I OJ in enclosed. Observe that not all negotiations have to end in finding a winner 

and our system is able to handle such an event. At the same time, all data about negotiations is 

collected and analyzed by the Shop agent and, for instance, a sequence of failures could result 

in a change of the negotiation templa te. 



ł~ig. 9. Seller Agent Statechart Wagram 

System activity diagram Lei us now combine activities of all agents in the system into one 

diagram (see Figure IO, 11). This diagram represents flow of actions presented from the per

spective of the two main agents in the system: the Shop and the Client. Obviously, to keep that 

diagram readable, we bad to omit large number of details that have been represented within 

statechart diagrams of individual agents that should be "co-viewed" with the activity diagram. 

4.3 Rule-Based Mechanism Representation 

Lei us now describe how we have implemented in our system rule-based mechanisms. We start 

by summarizing the framework for automated negotiation introduced in [9, IO] which is based 

on an abstract negotiation process that comprises: a negotiation infrastructure, a generic negoti

ation protocol and a taxonomy of declarative rules. Here, the negotiation infrastructure defines 

roles involved in the negotiation process: participants (in our system Buyer agents) and a host 

(Seller agent). Pm1icipants negotiate by exchanging proposals within a "negotiation locale" that 

is managed by the negotiation host. Depending on the type of negotiations, the host can also play 

the role ofa pm1icipant (for example in an iterative bargaining scenario). The generic negotia

tion protocol defines, in terms of how and when messages should be exchanged between the host 

and negotiation participants, the three main phases ofnegotiations: (I) admission, (2) exchange 

of proposals and (3) formation of an agreement. Negotiation rui es are needed for enforcing a 

specific negotiation mechanism. Rules are organized into a taxonomy that contains the follow

ing categories: (a) rules for admission ofparticipants to negotiations, (b) rules for checking the 
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validity ofnegotiation proposals, (c) rules for protocol enforcement, (d) rules for updating the 

negotiation status and in forming participants, ( e) rules for agreement formation and (t) rules for 

controlling the negotiation tem1ination. Based on the categories of rui es identified as necessruy 

to facilitate negotiations, in (9, I O] it is suggested to partition the negotiation host into a number 

of corresponding components: Gatekeeper, Proposa/ Validator, Protoco/ Enforcer, Informa

tion Updater, Negotiation Terminator and Agreement Maker (that are called sub-agents). Each 

component is responsible for enforcing a specific category ofrules. Host components internet 

with each-other via a blackboard and with negotiation participants by direct messaging. Note 

that these components are conceptualized as a part of the host (sub-agents), not as stand-alone 

agents. This fact will have consequences as to how they have been implemented. 

Before proceeding let us recall thai we have modified the proposed framework and upgraded 

the Gatekeeper to become a full-fledged agent [I 9]. In its new role, the Gatekeeper agent has 

also an increased scope of responsibilities (described above). This also means that admission 

rules are no longer part of the negotiation process itself. 

Let us now show: (i) how the negotiation host agent (Seller) is structured into components 

(sub-agents); (ii) how rules are executed by the negotiation host in response to various mes

sages received from negotiation participants and how rule firing control is switched between 

various cornponents of the negotiation host, and (iii) how the generic negotiation protocol was 

implernented using JADE agent behaviors and ACL message exchanges between host and par

ticipants. 

The Negotiation Host -Se//er agent li should be obvious by now thai what was defined in (9, 

I O] as a negotiation host becarne a Se//er agent in our system. We will thus use these two terms 

interchangingly. Host and Buyer agents are implemented as ordinary JADE agents and thus 

they extend thejade.core.Agent class. The Se//er agent encapsulates the negotiation controlling 

sub-agents that are irnplemented as ordinary Java classes (see Figure 12): Proposa/ Va/idator, 

Protoco/ Enforcer, Jnformation Updater, Negotiation Terminator and Agreement Maker. Each 

host cornponent defines a handle() method that is activated to check the category of rules that 

are to be dealt with and delegates the call to the responsible component. Each component ac

tivates the rule engine via the myAgent member object that points to the parent host agent (see 
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Fig. 12. The class diagram showing the struchue of the Seller agent 

Figure 12). Note, again, that these components are not full-blown JADE agents, but ordinary 

mem ber objects within the Se/ler agent. 

In addition to sub-agents responsible for protocol enforcement, the host encapsulates two 

member objects representing the negotiation locale and the rule engine (see Figure 12): Nego

tiation Locale and Blackboard "boxes". The Negotiation Locale object stores the negotiation 

template (a structure that defines negotiation parameters; see [9]) and the list of participants 

that were admitted to a given negotiation (obtained from the Gatekeeper agent-see above). 

The Negotiation Locale is operated on directly as a Java object. The Blackboard object is a Java 

wrapper for a JESS rule engine (classjess.Rete) that is initialized with negotiation rules and 

JESS templates for storing JESS facts within the blackboard. Whenever the category of nego

tiation rules is checked, the rule engine is activated and rules are fired to update facts within 

that "JESS blackboard." Note that there is a elear distinction between the Java object called 

Blackboard that encapsulates the JESS rule engine and the actual blackboard which is a set of 

JESS facts that are updated by firing rules via the JESS engine. 

Controlling Rule Execution Rather then implementing each component of the negotiation 

host as a separate rule engine, we are using a single JESS rule engine that is shared by all host 



components. This rule engine is implemented using class Jess.Rete. The advantage is that we 

now have a single rule engine per negotiation host rather than 6 engines as suggested in (9) . 

Furthennore, this means that in the case of m products sold, we will utilize m instances of the 

JESS rule engine, instead of 6m instances necessary in (9, IO). 

Rules and facts managed by the rule engine are partitioned into JESS modules. Currently 

we are using one JESS module for storing the blackboard facts and a separate JESS module 

for storing rules used by each component. Facts within the blackboard are instances of JESS 

templates (dejiemplate statements) and they can represent: (!) the negotiation template; (2) the 

active proposal that was validated by the Proposal Validator and the Proposal Enforcer com

ponents; (3) a withdrawn proposal; (4) seller reservation price (not visible to participants); (5) 

negotiation participants; (6) the negotiation agreement that may eventually be generated at the 

end of a negotiation; (7) the infonnation digest that is visible to the negotiation participants; (8) 

the maximum time interval for submitting a new bid before the negotiation is declared complete; 

or (9) the value of the current highest bid. Note that these facts have been currently adapted to 

represent English auctions (and will be appropriately modified to represent other price negotia

tion mechanisms). 

Each category of rules for mechanism enforcement is stored in a separate JESS module. 

This module is controlled by the corresponding component of the Seller agent. Whenever the 

component handles a message it activates the rules for enforcing the negotiation mechanism. 

Taking into account thai all pertinent rules pertinent are stored intemally in a single JESS rule

base (attached to a single JESS rule engine), the JESS focus statement is used to control the 

firing of rules located only in the focus module. This way, the JESS facility for partitioning 

the rule-base into disjoint JESS modules proves very useful to efficiently control the separate 

activation of each category of rules. Note also that JADE behaviors are scheduled for execution 

in a non-preemptive way and this implies that firings of rule categories are correctly serialized 

and thus they do not cause any synchronization problems. This fact also supports our decision 

to utilize a single rule engine for each host. 

Generic Negotiation Protocol and Agent Behaviors The generic negotiation protocol spec

ifies a minimal set of constraints on sequences of messages exchanged between the host and 



participants. As specified in [9], the negotiation process has three phases: (I) admission, (2) pro

posal submission and (3) agreement formation. The admission phase has been removed from 

the negotiation process described in [9), but it was implemented in exactly the same way as 

suggested there. For instance, in the case of agent mobility it starts when a new participant 

(Buyer agent) requires admission to the negotiation, by sending an ACL PROPOSE message 

to the Gatekeeper agent. The Gatekeeper grants ( or not) the admission of the participant to the 

negotiation and responds accordingly with either an ACL ACCEPT-PROPOSAL or an ACL 

REJECT-PROPOSAL message (currently admission is granted by default). In the way that the 

system is currently implemented, the PROPOSE message is sent by the participant agent imme

diately after its initialization stage, just before its setup() method returns. The task ofreceiving 

the admission proposal and issuing an appropriate response is implemented as a separate be

havior of the Gatekeeper agent. 

When a Buyer agent is accepted to the negotiation, it also receives (from the Gatekeeper 

agent) the negotiation protocol and templa te (representing parameters of auctions: auction type, 

auctioned product, minimum bid increment, termination time window, currently highest bid). 

Buyer agent will enter the phase of submitting proposals after it was dispatched to the negotia

tion (here, a number of Buyer agents !hat were granted admission is "simultaneously" released 

by the Seller (that sends them a start message) and they-possibly imrnediately-start subrnit

ting bids according to their strategies [19)). The generic negotiation protocol states also that 

a participant will be notified by the negotiation host if its proposal was either accepted (with 

an ACL ACCEPT-PROPOSAL) or rejected (with an ACL REJECT-PROPOSAL). In the case 

when a proposal was accepted, the protocol requires that the remaining participants will be 

notified accordingly with ACL INFORM messages. 

Strategi es of participant agents must be defined in accordance with the constraints stated by 

the generic nego1ia1ion protocol. Basically, the strategy defines when a negotiation participant 

will submit a proposal and what are the values of the proposal parameters. In our system (where 

the English auction has been implemented), for the time being, we opted for an extremely simple 

solution: the participant will submil a first bid imrnediately after it was released to the negotia

tion and subsequently, whenever it gets a notification that another participant issued a proposal 



that was accepted by the host. The value of the bid is equal to the sum of the currently highest 

bid and an increment value that is private to the participant. Additionally, each participant has its 

own valuation of the negotiated product in terms ofa reservation price. Ifthe value of the new 

bid exceeds this reservation price then the proposal submission is canceled. The implementa

tion of the participanl agent defines two JADE agent behaviors for dealing with situations stated 

above. Obviously, as the system matures, we plan to add more complicated price negotiation 

mechanisms. For these price negotiations we will develop, implement and experiment with a 

number ofnegotiation strategies that can be found in the literature (e.g. see [20]). 

Finally, the agreement formation phase can be triggered at any time. When the agreement 

fom1ation ru les signal that an agreement was reached, the protocol states that all participants 

involved in the agreement will be notified by the host with ACL INFORM messages. The agree

ment fomiation check is implemented as a timer task (classjava. uti/. TimerTask) that is executed 

in the background thread ofajava.111il.Timerobject. 

5 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter we have described an agent-based model e-commerce system that is currently 

being developed and implemented in our group. This system, as it is being extended, is slowly 

converging toward the main ideas underlying e-service intelligence systems. After presenting 

background infomrntion about software agents and automafie negotiations we have provided a 

description of the system, illustrated by its complete fom1al UML-based definition. We have 

also argued that the proposed solution is able to mediate the existing contradiction between 

agent mobility and intelligence, by precisely delineating which components, and when, have 

to be pushed across the network. Furtherrnore, we have discussed in detail how the negotiation 

framework, utilizing a rule-based engine is implemented in the system. 

Currently, the proposed system is systematically being implemented and extended. We have 

experimented with its earli er versions and were able to see that it scales well ( on a network con

sisting of22 computers). Furthem1ore, we were a ble to successfully run it in a heterogeneous en

vironment consisting of Windows and Linux workstations. The results have been reported in [ 4]. 

More recently we have implemented and successfully experimented with the above described 



rule-based engine approach, applied to the English auction mechanism, in which more than 140 

agents negotiated prices within a single shop. Additional information can be found in [I, 2]. 

As the next steps we envision, among others: (1) completion ofintegration of the original 

system skeleton with the rule-based engine, (2) addition ofrules for a number of additional price 

negotiation protocols (e.g. Vickery auction, Dutch auction etc.), (3) implementation ofan initial 

set of non-trivia! negotiation strategies for both buyers and sellers, (4) conceptualization of 

MCDM processes, starting from the ways in which data conceming results of price negotiations 

has to be stored so that it can be effectively utilized in support of decision making in the system 

etc. We will report on the results in subsequent publications. 
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